
We work with you to identify opportunity and deliver game 
changing service, product and business innovation 

We are your Innovation partners



Ac\tio\nable
Adjective: ac·tion·able  \ ˈak-sh(ə-)nə-bəl \
Ready to go or be put into action; ready for use:
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We help our clients Innovate, creatively tackle business challenges and identify 
and develop new service, process, product and business opportunities. 

Our human-centered approach to innovation, helps deliver impactful 'win-win' 
solutions for the customer and the organisation. 

Think of us as an unfair competitive advantage

Top 10 innovations 2009



What we have done

Helped design the transition of children into adult epilepsy services

Concept identification and development of the world’s first scarless 
surgery port

Created a breakthrough equestrian saddle now selling in 20 markets

Co-created a new orientation programme for Ireland's fastest growing 
University

What we are currently working on

Embedding design innovation practice and mindset in Ireland's biggest food 
retailer

Working with Ireland's largest Insurance company to explore new categories 
and improve existing. 



Why we exist
Put bluntly, organisations are sitting on a goldmine of creativity, insight and capability, but very often do not 
know how to transform it into opportunities. We do. 
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Project success often balances on our understanding and 
interpretation of the problem to be solved. Most 
innovation failures are the result of beginning a project 
with incorrect assumptions about the user, the problem or 
the solution. Successful projects on the other hand, are 
most often born from deep unbiased immersion in the 
problem. It is here where unmet customer needs and 
hidden behaviours are observed and breakthrough 
insights are uncovered.

.

95% of new consumer products fail
99% of all App’s lose money
90% of innovations efforts fail 

Why? Probably because most begin without 
truly understanding the problem 

Our proven approach to innovation ensures that 
projects begin with this deep understanding of the 
problem. Only then will we move forward. Our 
discovery toolkit and methods allow teams to gain 
this important understanding efficiently, and our 
development tools and methods will insure the 
delivery of innovative and impactful outcomes.

Projects that prematurely 
begin here, are at a much 
higher risk of failure

Problem Space
Getting the right project 

Solution Space
Getting the project right

Our approach helps participants 
understand and navigate 
through the complexity

Action is needed



Our  process will deliver value in three key ways to your organisation. One - It will make your smartest people, smarter. Two 
- it will empower everyone in your organisation to identify insight and create testable experiments. Three - it will deliver 
solutions that will delight customers and  outsmart competitors.

Understand
We begin with a challenge or barrier 
to growth facing your organisation. 

We then seek to understand 
impacting market trends and 

stakeholder behaviour

Define issue 

That data is synthesis and we look 
for patterns, helping us to define 

and reframe the problem and 
uncover actionable insight.

 

Discover needs 

Based on this, we carefully 
identify stakeholders to interview 
& observe. We don't require large 
numbers to gather extremely rich 

data

Deliver Validation 

A direction is chosen, implicit 
assumptions are identified, and 

lightweight experiments are designed 
to test and validate the proposal 

Develop choices
Once the problem is defined, we 

can carry out focused creative 
ideation sessions. A number of 

concepts are created
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Customers 
want it

We can 
make it

We should 
do it

Discover Define 

Understand

Develop Deliver 

Our approach



Martin Ryan (Design Innovation & Entrepreneurship)
Martin is a multi-award winning designer and entrepreneur. He is a 
member of faculty at the Department of Design Innovation at Maynooth 
University and Programme Director for the BSc. in Product Design. In 2012 
Martin founded BUA saddles - A revolutionary equestrian saddle which he 
conceived and developed to improve performance and comfort for horse 
and rider. Bua saddles launched its first product to market in 2015, quickly 
establishing a customer base in 15 countries. 

Martin has held a number of design consultant roles across various 
industries including homeware, industrial and consumer electronics. 
Martin’s is co-editor of Iterations design journal, actively researches and 
advises on early stage innovation processes and design thinking across a 
variety of organisational sectors. 

Who are Actionable?

Trevor Vaugh (Design Innovation & Strategy)
Trevor’s expertise is in human-centered innovation, design strategy and 
design thinking. Trevor headed design at Advanced surgical concepts where 
he helped develop new strategy, products and concepts for international 
clients such as Olympus, Johnson & Johnson, Covidien and Davol. 

Trevor has accumulated a portfolio of over 50 patents, invented new product 
categories and helped disrupt surgical markets. His groundbreaking work on 
single site surgery saw it named in the Cleveland clinic’s top 10 innovations 
of 2009. Trevor is a board member and co-editor of Iterations design journal 
and is a co-founder of a number of healthcare startups. In 2013 Trevor joined 
the faculty at the Department of Design Innovation at Maynooth University, 
where he is the programme director of the award-winning MSc in design 
innovation.



We have had the pleasure of working in various capacities with many innovation 
teams tasked with delivering new opportunities. 

Organisations big & small



Masterclasses Customer insight Applied Research Innovation Delivery

Four ways we work with organisations



To ImpactFrom Insight
● We have combined 30 years of experience working across multiple industries 

at all stages of development. 
● We are named inventors on over 50 patents
● We are multi-Award winning in design, entrepreneurship and innovation
● We have created products selling in over 50 markets

Call on our experts to do the work and bring you the results. Allow us to manage your project from research, 
through insight building, concept development and proof of concept testing. 

Innovation delivery
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To ImpactFrom Insight
● Over 90% of new consumer products fail because companies have incorrectly 

identified the consumer needs.
● What people say is often contradicted by what they do. Discovering meaningful 

insights requires careful selection of the right research methodologies. 

● Double the quality and quantity of ideas through better identification 
and framing of the problem

● Receive actionable insights and customer definitions that act as both 
an inspiration and a driver for new initiatives.

We unlock new opportunities for growth through social inquiry and customer experience research methodologies. 
To better inform your next strategic move, we dive deep in to your customers mindset, needs and expectations.

Customer Insight - We decode behaviour and deliver insight



We run service design, design thinking and innovation strategy masterclasses. Each programme is tailored to 
the organisations unique needs, ambitions and builds on existing capabilities. 

To ImpactFrom Insight
● Ireland is a high cost base in which to do business. Businesses need to 

identify and develop strategic innovation opportunities to grow and 
strengthen

● Design thinking is a fast, effective and accessible way for leading 
organisations to innovate. 

● Over 4 years, teams from over 100 organisations have participated in our 
training

● Many participants report investable innovation opportunities as a direct 
result of course participation.

Masterclasses - Empower your staff to achieve more
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To ImpactFrom Insight
● First-hand design experience, access to leading organisations and learnings 

from high calibre students offers the perfect opportunity to do meaningful 
research.

Actionable 
● Publish practical research and disseminate through leading journals
● Practice what we preach and teach what works. 
● Draw on research to deliver better results.

Both Trevor and Martin have had successful careers working as design practitioners before joining 
Maynooth University as lecturers and researchers. They now devote their time to real action research that 
they find useful and know will be of value to industry. 

Applied Research - Useful, actionable & impactful



Actionable worked with a cohort of over 100 new university students from 
under-represented groups in a large scale Design Thinking and Co-Design programme. 
The goal was to help improve their transition into higher education, and enhance the 
understanding of unarticulated student needs for the Maynooth University Access 
Programme (MAP)

As a direct result of the pilot, MAP have integrated design thinking methods and tools 
into all of their programmes and activities. The reframed understanding of student needs 
has enabled MAP to innovate and improve all services. A marked improvement in 
retention rates and student experience has been observed. 

Our work

Ovacare called on Actionable to explore opportunities to better improve cancer 
patient care. 

“Working with Actionable has been inspiring! They facilitated a room full of designers, 
and working with 2 patients Identified by us, carried out live user research studies. 
The project outputs exceed any expectations we had! Attending on the last day, and 
witnessing their kind, respectful treatment of the patients, together with the outputs 
shared, gave us a clear vision of where to start and what to do next. I am extremely 
grateful for that and their innovative, thought provoking insights!”

Rachel McKeon, CoFounder of OvaCare

Designing the transition to 
higher education for students 

from underrepresented groups

Improving diagnosis and 
education for ovarian cancer 

patients in Ireland



Musgraves hired Actionable to support a digital transformation programme. Service design 
was identified as a key enabler that would ensure customer value was front and centre in 
the development of all new digital platforms and supporting apps. Actionable trained 80 IT 
staff in the principles of Service Design and Design Thinking. Musgraves Director of IT, 
championed this approach for reasons of its accessibility to staff from different disciplinary 
backgrounds, it deliver fast impactful results, and has a proven international record.

The client reports exceptional feedback from all participants. All participants indicated a 
clear relevance to the daily roles and they anticipated the immediate use of the tools and 
techniques. And manager’s report a visible change in everyday decisions with an increase 
sensitivity shown towards user needs

Opennet called on Actionable to provide a masterclass in design thinking for key 
members of staff from across disciplinary teams to drive innovation.

“Actionable provided us with a great grounding in design thinking through their training 
session. We had a large group but the format ensured that all were fully engaged. I 
believe that the grounding that they provided will have immediate impact and will also 
greatly benefit the product management team in the longer run”

Heather Mangan, VP of Business Strategy

Ireland’s largest privately 
owned software company

Ireland's leading grocery 
retail and wholesale company



The AIB Start-up Academy called on Actionable to deliver a grounding in design thinking to 
10 of ireland's most promising startups. Design Thinking was selected as one of 8 
Masterclasses delivered to the finalists to help progress the entrepreneurial efforts. 

“Design thinking with Martin and Trevor was my favourite masterclass so far as it really got 
everyone to think that bit deeper.”

Participant - AIB Startup Academy

Irish Times Training call on Actionable to deliver masterclasses in Design Thinking, 
Applied Innovation and The Lean Business Model Canvas. Over two years we have 
built a strong and lasting relationship. To date a number of our masterclasses have 
received the highest participant rating, among the ITT course on offer..   

“I felt truly inspired and have sent an email to Irish Times training telling them!”

Participant - Irish Times Training, Design Thinking Masterclass

Training over 1,600 
executives every year

One of Ireland’s highest 
profile startup programmes



*Full case and references to follow

Provision of inhouse training to Irish Life on design as a strategy for innovation. 
Immediate feedback from participants was excellent. 

“Really enjoyed the course, learned an awful lot” 
Innovation & change lead

“Very interesting, good material, want to know more!” 
Software development lead

*Full case and references to follow

We delivered inhouse training to Irish Life on design as a strategy for 
innovation. Preliminary feedback from participants and management has 
been very strong. Maeve O’Gorman, Digital Strategy Manager, Vhi is 
currently on a full case report

Ireland's leading pension 
provider

Ireland's Largest 
health insurer



www.thinkactionable.com
+353 86 3505935 / +353 87 9039314
hello@thinkactionable.com
@thinkactionable


